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SUPPORTING THE DIGITAL MOVEMENT

DIGITAL PERMEATES EVERY
EVERY ECONOMY

DARREN HARRIS
Partner
t: +971 4 350 6429
m: +971 561 140 891
e: d.harris@aglaw.com

Whether you are a digital or technology company seeking legal
advice for your corporate and commercial pursuits, operate in a
sector that has been profoundly disrupted by digital movements, or
would like to incorporate digital into your business to become more
competitive; our dedicated GCC digital team can offer you premium
quality advice, while always promoting innovation and creativity.
We make our clients’ working
life more productive, secure
and simpler
►► Our sector specialists are recognised as experts in
their field
►► Understanding of the complete range of legal,
regulatory, commercial and technological issues
relevant to digital businesses
►► Core teams who have experience of working
together effectively
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We offer practical and
commercial advice
►► Solution driven, practical advice to mitigate risk
commercially
►► Concise and clear communication of key issues /
risks and firm recommendations on how to
mitigate them
►► Advice in the format and timeframe which best
suit you

SECTOR,
AND EVERY ORGANISATION
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OUR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AT A GLANCE
SUPPORTING OUR CLIENTS IN THE GCC

GCC AND GLOBAL KEY CONTACTS

We represent some of the digital sector’s most dynamic businesses
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DIGITAL DISRUPTION
How we can support you:

The continued and increasing presence
of digital, social and mobile technologies
in all sectors is putting immense pressure
on businesses to ensure they can provide
a fully integrated experience. The public
is increasingly digitally literate, and so
consumer adoption of these channels will
continue to grow, making such an offering
even more critical.

Moving beyond traditional models
►► Strategic advice
►► Bespoke commercial agreements
►► Advising on legislative proposals relating to digital disruption
►► Advising digital businesses on getting their business ready for sale
or investment

Implementing the right solution
►► Projects to integrate technology systems into businesses

Redesigning legacy operating models and
diversifying traditional revenue lines can
help businesses remain competitive as well
as increasing the efficient use of data, and
supply chain arrangements.

►► Advising on the strategic direction and implementation of emerging digital
payment solutions
►► Multi-supplier outsourcing projects

Moving to the cloud
►► Negotiating with infrastructure, platform and software cloud providers
►► Analysis of cloud contract terms
►► Advice to procurement and operations teams about risk mitigation
practices in relation to the cloud
►► Advising on data security and protection issues
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The Addleshaw Goddard
team provided us with
seamless and timely advice
which enabled us to provide
constructive and commercial
solutions to get our
transaction over the line.
TALAL BAYA A
CEO, BAYZAT
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CORPORATE AND
COMMERCIAL PURSUITS
Navigating the various corporate, contractual, regulatory and technological
issues can be daunting. Minimising legal risk and at the same time keeping
a commercial perspective is critical in today’s digital environment. Whatever
your requirement, we are committed to delivering great value and high quality
market expertise which is focused, relevant and consistently excellent.
Our traditional strengths and integrated approach across our specialist areas
of expertise create an identifiably different experience for a wide range of
clients across every sector, from small owner managed businesses to large
regional and global corporations.

The Addleshaw Goddard
corporate team has an
impressive depth of
regional experience and
are well-trusted in relation
to complex transactions.

Corporate and commercial pursuits in the GCC will inevitably involve
an element of partnering, whether with your suppliers, or as part
of a joint venture. Whilst this offers many exciting opportunities
for those in the digital space, there can also be challenges.
Our commercial litigation team can advise on what to do when
things do not go according to plan, including reputation,
information/data management and commercial dispute issues.

CARLYLE GROUP
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Areas of expertise
include:

MERGERS
AND
ACQUISITIONS

EMPLOYMENT

JOINT VENTURES
/ STRATEGIC
COLLABORATIONS

SOCIAL
MEDIA

COMMERCIAL
LITIGATION

UNRIVALLED
EXPERTISE
PRIVATE
INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY

EQUITY AND
VENTURE
CAPITAL

BRAND
AND
REPUTATION

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
REGULATION
AND
COMPLIANCE
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FINTECH
We have considerable experience of working with Fintechs, technology
companies, regulators and financial institutions and understand the massive
opportunities available to all disruptors (old and new) in this space. By
combining our client side experience with regulatory experience, it gives
us great insight into your concerns and priorities, wherever you are on your
journey to be better, more productive and ever more successful.

Our Fintech and digital innovations group consolidates our expertise across
financial services, regulation, corporate and commercial transactions.
This enables us to manage and deliver advice to you across all the
aspects of a FinTech transaction from the regulatory framework
Noted for its aptitude
to IP licensing to funding investments and corporate structuring
in the burgeoning field of
with a single point of contact and overall expertise.
payments law, representing
key market participants from
merchant acquirers, banks
and mobile network operators.
Possesses a strong grasp of
relevant regulations ...
CHAMBERS & PARTNERS
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PAYMENT
SERVICES
BIG DATA:
REGULATION,
ANALYTICS
AND
PRIVACY

CYBER
SECURITY

AREAS OF
EXPERTISE
INCLUDE

FUNDING
AND
INVESTMENTS

REGULATION
AND
COMPLIANCE

INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY
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INTEGRATING DIGITAL TO
BECOME MORE EFFICIENT
Services available

Addleshaw Goddard have embraced legal technology to make the provision
of our service to our clients more efficient.

►► Use of artificial intelligence in large scale document review

One of our key differentiators is our dedicated Transaction Services
Team, which is a centralised unit of over 150 people, including fee
earners delivering more for less by providing a wide range of routine legal
assignments, in either a stand-alone or an integrated way alongside AG’s
lawyers, and increasingly part of clients’ own internal teams.

►► Extensive experience of delivery of large M&A projects including due
diligence reviews and reorganisation support
►► Provision of HighQ online data rooms
►► Project management including co-ordinating clients, lawyers, overseas
advisors and other third parties

Our approach delivers significant measurable benefits for our clients in
terms of speed of delivery and cost efficiencies. On a recent large contract
review project, our use of AI delivered time savings of up to 30% compared
to traditional methods of review.

►► Drafting, negotiating and completing routine contracts within agreed
parameters
►► Overspill cover for in-house teams
►► Litigation and regulatory document reviews and claims support

Our Transaction Services Team are finding innovative ways of using legal
technology to support our clients, including HighQ data rooms, litigation
management and the use of AI in large scale document review.

►► Bespoke work with dedicated trained teams
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OUR DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

►► Hug Digital: advising the founders of leading regional digital media
agency hug digital, in relation to their sale of a majority stake to Grey
Group (part of the WPP Group);

►► Bayzat: advising the venture capital backed insurance and HR
technology company in connection with its acquisition of an
insurance brokerage;

►► Apple Pay: advising a number of issuers and card schemes in relation
to the launch of Apple Pay providing regulatory and contractual advice
in relation to implementation of the platform and associated digital
enablement (tokenisation) services;

►► Acquisition of MNO: advising a PE investor on the acquisition of a
mobile network operator in East Africa;
►► Smart City development: advising on digital payment platforms,
e-document protocols, virtual currency technology and on a digital
platform to create a Smart City;

►► Mobile payments: advising on an international peer to peer payments
utilising a mobile payments platform including settlement arrangements
through correspondent banking;

►► Telecoms litigation: advising a global provider of telecoms
infrastructure, with operations throughout the Middle East and Africa, in a
High Court claim in the UK;

►► Samsung Pay: advising on data protection related aspects of Samsung
Pay by reference to the regulatory obligations of the Merchant, Issuer
and Bank;

►► Mobile phone infrastructure dispute: acting for an international
infrastructure company on a dispute concerning the provision of facilities
management work for mobile phone masts for major mobile phone
providers;

►► Clariba Solutions: advising the leading SAP provider on various joint
ventures in Dubai, Abu Dhabi and KSA;
►► Saudi Telecom: advising on a Malaysian sukuk issuance as part of a
telecommunication acquisition in Malaysia;

►► Competition and regulatory: advising a bidder on the competition and
regulatory aspects of the potential purchase of a national mobile and
fixed telecommunications operator in East Africa;

►► Traveltek: advising the market leaders in technology solutions for travel
agents on their entry into the UAE market;

►► Telecommunications in Iran: advising a large global
telecommunications company on Iranian sanctions issues;

►► NBO: advising on the creation of NBO’s Twitter Banking mobile phone
application, customer terms and conditions and related arrangements
with Twitter;

►► Havenvest Private Equity: advising on its investment in the Middle
East division of the Help AG Group, an IT and internet security
services business;
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►► Virtual currency business: advising on payments and currency
transfers in the Middle East using Bitcoin, blockchain and associated
virtual currency technology;
►► Oman Brunei Investment Company: advising OBIC on the sale of its
75% majority stake in Renna Mobile;
►► Qnective: advising Qnective, which builds and operates marine
telecommunications networks, regarding its licencing and related
regulatory requirements in Oman;
►► Advising a major bank on the use of geo-location data in the context of
potential mobile wallet solutions;
►► “2G scam” litigation: acting for a Middle Eastern telecoms provider on
its regulatory and litigation issues connected with its investment in India
and the implications of the so called “2G scam”;
►► GCC telecom provider: advising a large GCC telecom provider on
its US$500m banking facilities and related proposed acquisition of a
Maltese telecom company; and
►► Ooredoo: advising on various ongoing employment law matters and
arbitrations throughout the GCC.
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OUR INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS AT A GLANCE

30+
FEE EARNERS
IN THE
GCC

20+

major awards in
the last two years
for the quality of
our service

MORE THAN

100

leading public sector
bodies and government
agencies are
clients

GCC fee
earners practising
in the region for a
combined total of over

100
years

Our clients include:
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40+

1100+
FEE
EARNERS
GLOBALLY

40

Tier 1 rankings
in global legal
directories

FTSE 100
companies have
instructed us in the
last 12 months
Strong client
loyalty: more than
half of our largest clients
have been clients for
more than
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147

years

Arabic
and English
BILINGUAL
capabilities in
all of our GCC
offices
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lawyers
recommended in
global legal
directories

OFFICES IN
Dubai
Doha
Muscat

Hong Kong
Singapore
Tokyo*

. . . and major
UK cities

Strategic
alliances
with law firms in all
major jurisdictions
and economic
centres
worldwide

* in association with
Hashidate Law Office
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SUPPORTING OUR CLIENTS
IN THE GCC
CORPORATE

We provide legal services to the some of the region’s most
dynamic businesses. Our aim is to make our clients’ working
life productive, secure and simpler.
We operate as one practice across our offices in Dubai,
Doha and Muscat. Our lawyers are permanently based in
the GCC and have been practising in the region for
a combined total of over 100 years. They offer
international expertise gained by working
on complex and ground breaking multijurisdictional transactions combined with
DIGITAL
deep-rooted local law experience.
Over the years we have developed
strong relationships with the region’s
key government agencies, corporate
entities, financial institutions,
regulatory bodies and private
individuals across our main operating
divisions and chosen sectors.

CONSTRUCTION

REAL ESTATE

AND PROJECTS

OPERATING
DIVISIONS

ENERGY AND
UTILITIES
HEALTHCARE

COMMERCIAL

BANKING AND

LITIGATION

FINANCE

EMPLOYMENT
RETAIL AND
CONSUMER

Our reputation for outstanding quality
and certainty of service is built upon
INDUSTRIALS
long term relationship investment and a
deep understanding of client markets which
creates and delivers superb value and results.

CHOSEN
SECTORS

REAL ESTATE

TRANSPORT
FINANCIAL
SERVICES

There is much talk of business
partnering by law firms, Addleshaw
Goddard put the talk into action.
BRITVIC
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Addleshaw Goddard in the
United Arab Emirates

Addleshaw Goddard
in Oman

Addleshaw Goddard
in Qatar

Our team of resident lawyers have experience
in working on some of the largest, most complex
and unique transactions in the region. We offer
a combination of international experience and
capability with knowledge of local requirements
which allows us to outrival in our field.

Our Muscat office is staffed by leading bilingual Omani and internationally trained and
qualified lawyers and legal professionals. We
can therefore advise on Oman law and represent
clients in the Omani Courts without needing to
engage separate local counsel.

Our experienced team has some of the region’s
best known and respected lawyers, offering our
clients a deep understanding of Qatar and the
GCC region.

Unlike many other law firms in the region, we have
members of our team who are legally-trained
and fluent in Arabic who attend notary publics,
government departments and regulatory bodies in
the region to effect our services ensuring that we
execute transactions promptly and effectively.

Being one of only a few international law firms
with an office in Oman, we combine this local
‘on the ground’ expertise with the wealth of
experience held by our lawyers of advising on
complex cross-border matters.

Our clients include:

Our clients include:
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We are one of the few international law firms
able to offer local law advice in Qatar. We have a
Qatari qualified lawyer, meaning we can advise
directly on Qatari law without needing to engage
separate counsel.

Our clients include:
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GCC AND GLOBAL CONTACTS
GCC

DARREN HARRIS
Partner
UAE

BEN SIMS
Associate
UAE

t: +971 4 350 6429
e: d.harris@aglaw.com

t: +971 4 350 6446
e: b.sims@aglaw.com

OLIVER STEVENS
Partner
Oman

ALAN MACRITCHIE
Managing Associate
Qatar

t: +968 2495 0715
e: o.stevens@aglaw.com

t: +974 4 019 0306
e: a.macritchie@aglaw.com

ROBIN HICKMAN
Partner
UAE

AHLAM SOUCCARIEH
Head of Company Services
UAE

t: +974 4 350 6454
e: r.hickman@aglaw.com

t: +971 4 350 6433
e: a.souccarieh@aglaw.com

CHARLOTTE BHANIA
Associate
UAE

GORVINDER PANNU
Legal Director
UAE

t: +971 4 350 6449
e: c.bhania@aglaw.com

t: +971 4 350 6437
e: g.pannu@aglaw.com
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GLOBAL

JAMES WHITTAKER
Partner and Head of Digital UK
t: +44 (0)161 934 6329
e: james.whittaker@addleshawgoddard.com

FIONA GHOSH
Head of Fintech
t: +44 (0)207 788 5120
e: fiona.ghosh@addleshawgoddard.com

WILLIAM JAMES
Head of Payments
t: +44 (0)207 880 5771
e: william.james@addleshawgoddard.com

AMANDA HULME
Head of Financial Regulation
t: +44 (0)207 880 5853
e: amanda.hulme@addleshawgoddard.com
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aglaw.com
Aberdeen, Doha, Dubai, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Hong Kong, Leeds, London, Manchester, Muscat, Singapore and Tokyo*
* a formal alliance with Hashidate Law Office

© 2017 Addleshaw Goddard LLP. All rights reserved. Extracts may be copied with prior permission and provided their source is acknowledged. This document is for general information only. It is not legal advice and should not be acted or relied on as being so, accordingly Addleshaw Goddard disclaims any
responsibility. It does not create a solicitor-client relationship between Addleshaw Goddard and any other person. Legal advice should be taken before applying any information in this document to any facts and circumstances. Addleshaw Goddard is an international legal practice carried on by Addleshaw Goddard LLP
(a limited liability partnership registered in England & Wales and authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority and the Law Society of Scotland) and its affiliated undertakings. Addleshaw Goddard operates in the Dubai International Financial Centre through Addleshaw Goddard (Middle East) LLP
(registered with and regulated by the DFSA), in the Qatar Financial Centre through Addleshaw Goddard (GCC) LLP (licensed by the QFCA), in Oman through Addleshaw Goddard (Middle East) LLP in association with Nasser Al Habsi & Saif Al Mamari Law Firm (licensed by the Oman Ministry of Justice) and in Hong
Kong, Addleshaw Goddard (Hong Kong) LLP, a Hong Kong limited liability partnership pursuant to the Legal Practitioners Ordinance and regulated by the Law Society of Hong Kong. In Tokyo, legal services are offered through Addleshaw Goddard’s formal alliance with Hashidate Law Office. A list of members/principals
for each firm will be provided upon request. The term partner refers to any individual who is a member of any Addleshaw Goddard entity or association or an employee or consultant with equivalent standing and qualifications. If you prefer not to receive promotional material from us, please email us at unsubscribe@
addleshawgoddard.com. For further information please consult our website www.addleshawgoddard.com or www.aglaw.com.

